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The Life and Labors of Samuel Pepys
Chapter One
Birth, Education, and Marriage
Samuel Pepys, with whom this paper deals, was born in Eng-
land, on the twenty- third of February, 1633. He was born in ei-
ther London or Brampton; the exact site is uncertain.
The Diaryist's father was John Pepys who, at an early age,
went to London. There he became a tailor, doing moderately well
at the trade. The family seems to have been, in some way or anoth-
er, always connected with royalty.
Samuel's mother, whose maiden name was Margaret Knight, was
rather charming as a young lady. However, whatever charm she pos-
sessed seems to have passed with the years. As they mounted, her
nagging attitude took a serious turn, so serious that her husband
threatened to desert her. Apropos of her ancestry, not very much
has been unearthed as yet, records, what there was of them, being
disorderly kept at the time. However, one authority informs that
"John Pepys, tailor and citizen of London, married a laundress."^
Another delver into the private life of Pepys adds that "of (her)
family standing we have single glimpse in the fact that her broth-
2
er was a butcher of Whitechapel .
"
1. Lucas-Uubreton . "Samuel Pepys: Portrait in T'iniature P.l.
2. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." P. 3.
4
This couple brought eleven children into the world. How-
ever, sad to relate, only four survived childhood. The quar-
tette consisted of Samuel, with whom we are here concerned, his
brothers, John and Thomas, and his sister, Paulina. Even with
this small family, Mr. John Pepys found it very herd to eke out
an existence.
Available sources are vague anent Samuel Pepys' childhood.
However, in his Diary we find reference made to his happy child-
hood. "He seems to have spent his youth pretty equally between
town and country, for on one occassion, when he was walking over
the fields to Kingsland, he remembered the time when, as a boy,
he lived there and *used to shoot my bow and arrow in these
fields.'"^
Samuel Pepys attended the boy's Huntingdon Grammar School
until he attained the age of eleven. An uncle, Robert Pepys,
whose magnanimous heart had a special section reserved for his
nephew, sent bamuel to St. Paul's School, at London. There he
continued his education until 1650.
Among his friends at Huntingdon, Tom Alcock seems most
prominent. At St. Paul's he seems to have had a larger circle of
companions. Among them were Richard Cumberland, who later became
Rector of Brampton, and ainost married Paulina, who managed to
marry eventually; Thomas Davis, who became Lord f'ayotf" of London;
Thomas Slborough, 'a silly fellow,' 'a fool,' 'a simple rogue,'
1. wheatley. "Samuel Pepys and the world He Lived In." P. 4.

3.
who nevertheless preached as good a sermon in 1666 as Pepys ever
heard; and a certain Christmas.^
In June, 1650, he enrolled at Trinity Hall, However, in
October of the same year he transferred to I^'agdalene College,
Cambridge, which he entered in March, 1651. While there he
wrote a romance entitled "Love Is a Cheat." This he later
destroyed and still later regretted having destroyed. He had
a few special cronies, none of whom rose to the world's glory
heights. With one of these chums, a certain Hind, Pepys was
reprimanded by the college officials for having participated in
a brawl with other inebriates. Other college friends mentioned
are: sir John akeffington , a T'-r . Nicholson, and a . Charles
Carter. While at college, Pepys received a few special favors
in the form of scholarships.
In 1653, he graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree and
was eager and ready to tackle the world. However, the young
Pepys had confidence, or may be he thought that two could live as
cheaply as one. At the age of twenty-two, on the first of December,
1655, to be exact, he married Elizabeth St. Tichel, who was fifteen
years old at the time.
She was extremely beautiful and her endearing young charms
never completely deserted her. "She had the good looks that
always had a fascination for her susceptible husband. "~ The wed-
ding took place at St. T^argaret's Church, Westminster.
1. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." P.?3.
2. Bradford. "The Soul of Samuel Pepys." P. 7.

Elizabeth's mother, the former "iss Kingsraill, was born
in England. She was an ardent Catholic and, in order to insure
her daughter's following the same faith, had her locked in a
convent from which, happily and fortunately for Pepys, her
father, who belonged "to a mildly aristocratic French family,
whose only connection with a large fortune was that they had
lost it,"^ rescued her. He toyed around and experimented
rather extensively in order to invent contraptions to help
humanity and to line his pockets with gold. Among his inven-
tions was one for purifying water. However, his device does
not appear to heve been very beneficial to society.
The young couple had to struggle on against great odds
during the first part of their wedded ye?rs. Parents on both
sides of the union were unable to reinforce them financially.
And then it was that Edward T'ontagu came to the newlyv/eds'
rescue. Samuel, who adhered tenaciously to his cousin, T'ontagu,
rose with him to a better station in the social end economic
world
.
1. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and uharecter." P. 29.
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Chapter Two
The Diaryist, the Diary, and Diary Days
Before proceeding to discuss the divers offices and emol-
uments of this universally known Diaryist, an introduction to
his famous Diary and the Diary days is necessary. The Diary
has served as a model both for budding and veteran columnists
who desire to succeed in life.
Why is the Diary regarded as an important document? The
reasons are many. However, the writer will endeavor to remain
within the confines of single digits. The Diary "is perhaps ^
the most remarkable portrait of a human being that we possess."^
It is a complete portrait. The tone, the shade, the coloring are
unequaled in the annals of diaries. Pepys has omitted nothing.
The man has stripped himself of all subterfuges and exposed his
body and soul to the world. Psychologists, philosophers, end
students of human nature find it an unparalleled treasure for
the study of man.
Historians and students of history consult it because it is
the best accessible authority apropos the events of the Restora-
tion period. Pepys was the friend of royalty and, being on in-
timate terms with those born to the purple, was able to record
events precisely. His Diary narrates the changing tide which
turned from extreme hatred for the Stuarts to a popular and fren-
zied clamor for their return. A delver into history can find a
1. Lubbock. "Samuel Pepys." P.l.

wealth of material dealing with the Dutch War, which was waged
during that period. As Clerk of the Acts in the Navy Office, he
was well-informed of the problems of government. These he reveals
to us. As a historical source, it is priceless.
The Diary is of value to students of the drama because Pepys
was one of the leading figures that marched through the pageantry
of this glamorous period the period in which "acting was in-
deed, among the arts, the firstborn child. "'^ It was during that
decade that women came into their own on the stage and Jerked men
from their ruffs, frills and furbelows, and whatever other dainty
and ephemeral things ladies happened to wear both on and off the
stage. This, coupled with the reviews he wrote about the many
plays attended, and the changes he observed in the theatre of
the day, makes his Diary invaluable.
Students of literature find it a priceless gem. They re-
alize that it can't be duplicated. It was a difficult task to
cut this gem, to complete this portrait. Pepys* "amazing pa-
tience, and fidelity, and assiduity, to sit down day after day
and narrate the day's doings and experiences , often at consider-
2
able length," was a Spartan feat, especially when we realize
that he did this diligently "from January 1, 1660 to June 30,
1669."^
"Samuel Pepys holds to-day a curiously accidental place in
English literature, but it is a place which is all his own-...
1. Lubbock. "Samuel Pepys." P. 119.
2. Bradford. "The Soul of Samuel Pepys." P. 29.
3. Lubbock. "Samuel Pepys." P.l.

The book which he produced without knowing it to be a book, his
matchless Diary, has been claimed without question for litera-
ture."^ Pepys was also an avid reader and his comments on the
literature of the day enhance the value of his Diary tremendously.
Pepys knew his background and characters.. He speaks in-
timately to us about them. His vigorous and authentic touch gives
the Diary its peculiar and extraordinary interest. This vigorous
and authentic touch is found in his descriptions of court life
and high society, in his notes about country life, in his enthused
accounts of the theatre, his stories of home life, his paragraphs
on the pulsating city, and his Jottings of many other details.
Nothing escaped "this man's attentive vision."
Whether Pepys intended that his Diary should ever greet the
eyes of others is a matter of conjecture. However, it appears
that he cherished, although assuming throughout the Journal an
air of mysterious reluctance about its being made public, the
desire that it meet the ultimate circulating popularity it has
achieved. There are various facts that seem to confirm this theory
as being more than a mere hypothesis. "While Pepys regarded the
Diary closed to all eyes but his own, there is the significant cir-
cumstance that he took no steps that might lead to its suppression
after his death. On the contrary ... .he had it carefully bound,
catalogued it, and bequeathed it to Magdalene College."^
1. Lubbock. "Samuel Pepys." P.l.
2. Bradford. "The Soul of Samuel Pepys." P. 29.
3. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." P. 200.
c
However, there is substantial proof to show that he did not
desire its discovery before he died. Research reveals that he
told only two persons that he was keeping a diary. "7/hile the
Diary was still in its youth, he tells about it, as a matter of
course, to a lieutenant in the navy; but in 1669, when it was al-
ready near an end, he could have bitten his tongue out, as the,
saying is, because he had let slip his secret to one so grave and
friendly as Sir William Conventry."^ Furthermore, Pepys took
extreme care to make the Diary somewhat of a puzzle to uninvited
readers. "It is written throughout in shorthand, the system be-
ing that of John Shelton, who published the first edition of his
Tachygraphy in 1620, though it was the sixth edition (1641), re-
vised and re-arranged, which was used by Pepys. The writing is,
for the most part, extremely close and neat, though it deterio-
rated towards the end, when his eyes began to bother him. The
proper names ere invar iabley written in longhand ... .'iTie manu-
script fills six stout note-books of about 500 pages each....The
2
volume s ... .are models of the most scrupulous tidiness." Pepys
often sprinkles a Jargon of foreign words and dummy letters in
the Diary in order to obscure the interpretation of extremely
personal passages. He was very cautious and made entries in his
Diary secretly. He wrote much of it within the unmolested pri-
vacy of his office.
1. Stevenson. "Familiar Studies of Men and Books." P. 132.
2. Lubbock. "Samuel Pepys." PP. 30, 31
•

9.
There are, in addition to these artifices he employed, and
his secrecy, divers obvious reasons which lead us to believe that
a revelation of the contents of the Diary would have proved dis-
jp astrous to its author. His affairs with ladies, his critical
analysis of persons who garnered his dislike, and other deroga-
tory acts would not have aided his respectability any.
However, despite arguments to the contrary, Samuel Pepys
made elaborate preparations to insure the deciphering of-his Di-
ary. "Although it was in cypher, or shorthand, he left the key
with it. As it happened, more than a century was to pass before
anyone thought it worth while to investigate its contents ... .And
when it did happen ... .John Smith, the transcriber, remained in
ignorance of the key."^ Mr. Smith later complains that "it
2
occupied me in incessant labour for three years." The poor
man certainly had a difficult time in accomplishing his task.
However, the fact that the key to the Diary was there, and would
have been unearthed if John Smith had been trained in the matter
of research, proves conclusively that the Diary, which "was not
3deciphered and published until 1825," was not destroyed by Fepys
who desired its publication.
Pepys began his Diary with the right sentiment: "Blessed
be God, at the end of the last year, I was in very good health,
without having any sense of ray old pain, but upon taking cold.
a»
[
1. Drinkwater. "Samuel Pepys: His Life and Cahracter." P.2C0.
2. Ibid.
3. Reynolds. "English Literature in Fact and Story." P. 112.
C3C
I live in Axe Yard, having my wife, and servant Jane, and no
other in family than us three. His closing paragraph reads:
"And so I betake myself to that course, which is almost as much
as to see myself go into ray grave: for which, and all the dis-
comforts that will accompany my being blind, the good 'iod pre-
pare rae*. "2
Thus, in the last sentence, he reveals the cause which led
him to discontinue the Uiary. His eyes were failing him. How-
ever, there are some authorities who claim that his wife discover-
ed and disapproved the Diary. Suffice to say, Pepys, who was
thirty-seven when he terminated his Diary, did not become afflict-
ed with blindness. He still continued to travel and observe as
of old.
1. Diary, January, 1659-60, Vol.1, P.l.
2. Diary, May 31, 1669, Vol.2, P. 697.
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Chapter Three
Pepys' Positions
Pepys' rise in the social, political, and economic world
was no miraculous feat. It may be laid, not to exceptional
talent, for Samuel was no greet genius or diplomat, but, rather,
to his extreme good fortune in having influential friends with
the proper connections.
ViTien Samuel Pepys assumed his duties as Clerk of Acts in the
Nagy Office, he was "so ignorant of business that he did not even
know the multiplication table. However, "he engaged a mathe-
matical tutor to teach hira the multiplication table, and with
this much preparation he set to work to master the intricacies
of his business." Thus, although not especially gifted, he was,
obviously, an adept student and conscientiously utilized his
utmost powers and many precious hours in order to gain proficien-
cy in his selected field. That he succeeded is proved by his
long tenure in office and by government records.
As Pepys held divers other positions before becoming Clerk
of the Acts, it is essential to dip still further into the meagre
records of the past.
After having married, Samuel found the financial straits
rather unenjoyable. Jobs were scarce and it was difficult to
1. Encyclopaedia Britannica. P. 499.
2. Lubbock. "Samuel Pepys." P. 153.

earn a living. It was when the couple was in this dilemma that
Edward Montagu, who had been "appointed joint Commander of the
Fleet with Robert Blake, with the rank of General at sea,"^ came
to the rescue and offered Mr. Pepys a position. It appears that
there was a war with Spain at the time, and Montagu had been se-
lected to lead England's navy against the enemy. However, the
commander of the fleet desired to leave some one in charge of
his estates while he was away. His choice fell upon Samuel.
Therefore, when Montagu sailed "he left Pepys with limited powers
of stewardship over the establishments at Hin chingbroke and
London."^ Thus Pepys Joined the ranks of the employed. Later,
in a reminiscent mood, he Jotted in his Diary that I "lay long in
bed, talking with pleasure with my poor vife, how she used to make
coal fires, and wash my foul clothes with her own hand for rr.e
,
poor wretch'. In our little room at my Lord Sandwich's; for which
I ought for ever to love and admire her, and do; and persuade ray-
self she would do the same thing again, if God should reduce us
to it. "3
Pepys next "obtained a clerkship in the office of George
4
Downing, a Teller of the Receipt of the Exchequer." Montagu
again offered him employment. On March 6th, 1660, Pepys record-
ed that Edward Montagu "called me by myself into the garden, where
1. Dr inkwator . "Pwpya^ His Life and Character." P. 30.
2. Ibid.
3. Diary, February 25, 1666-67, Vol.2, P. 139.
4. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Ca'^aacter." P . 41 .

he asked me how things were with me. He bid me look out now at
this turn some good place, and he would use all his own, and all
the interest of his friends that he had in England, to do me
good; and asked rae whether I could, without too much incon-
venience, go to sea as his sectetary, and bid me think of it....
He told me also that he did believe that the King would come in."^
Did Samuel desire the position? Certainly, especially when he
realized, as many of our contemporary politicians know, that
such an office enables the employee to line his pocket with green-
backs and gold dust. Lubbock says that Pepys was glad to go to
sea as his cousin's secretary "when he found 7'hat convenient
and recognized opportunities he would h?ve for making money, as
for example, by appointing fictitious servants, and paying their
salaries to himself."^
At this time, London clamored for the King's return to the
throne. An excerpt from Pepys' Diary reads: "To-night I am
told, that yesterday, about five o'clock in the afternoon, one
came with a ladder to the Great Exchange, and wiped with a brush
the inscription that was on King Charles, and that there was a
bonfire made in the Exchange, and people called out, 'God bless
King Charles the Second'.'""^ On May 2nd, London went wild over
royalty. The King'. The King'. Three cheers for the King'. There
were "at night more bonfires than ever, and ringing of bells,
1. Diary, ?»arch 6, 1660, Vol.1,
2. Lubbock. "Samuel Pepys." P. 39.
3. Diary, March 16, 1660, Vol.1, P. 33.
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and drinking of the King's health upon their knees in the streets,
which methinks is a little too much.""'- Pepys departed with the
fleet for Holland to bring the King Back to England in glamorous
fashion
.
Pepys' contact with the King was rather close at The Hague.
When discussing the ceremonious greetings, he adds, "Then we
kissed his (the King's) and the Duke of York's and the Princess
Royal's hands." He also confides that "the gun over against my
cabin I fired myself to the King, which was the first time th^'t
he had been saluted by his own ships since this change." The
King later "fell into discourse of his escape from Worcester,
where he made me ready to weep to hear the stories that he told
of his difficulties that he had passed through, as his travelling
four days and three nights on foot, every step up to his knees in
dirt, with nothing but a green coat and a pair of country breaches
on that he could scarce stir."'^ Truly, the road of royalty was a
difficult one. It is interesting to note that at Holland Samuel's
close friendship with the Duke of York had its beginning.
Montagu, who "had borne a leading but very discreet part in
5
the restoration," did not lose his interest in Pepys. This is
attested to by his remark to Samuel that "we must have a little
1. Diary, May 2, 1660, Vol.1, P. 45.
2. Diary, May 17, 1660, Vol.1, P. 58.
3. Diary, ?^ay 22, 1660, Vol.1, P. 62.
4. Diary, May 23, 1660, Vol.1, P. 63.
5. Lubbock. "Samuel Pepys." P. 45.

patience, and we will rise together; in the meantime, I will do
yet all the good jobs I can."^ They bided their time and both
rose in unison. In 1660, "on June 29th, Pepys received from
the Duke of York his warrant as Clerk of the Acts.... And on the
same day, was issued the Patent for Montagu's elevation to the
peerage. He first thought to take the title of Portsmouth , but
changed his mind, and became the first Earl of Sandwich."^
Thus, through the influence of the Earl of Sandwich, Pepys
became Clerk of the Acts in the Navy Office. However, even
though Lord Sandwich had exerted his influence, it was necessary
for money to recite its pretty speech before Pepys was safely
ensconced in the security of his office. Pepys confides "thet
Mr. Barlow, my predecessor, Clerk of the Acts, is yet alive, and
coming up to town to look after his place, which made my heart a
little sad," The "little sadness" was erased out of Pepys' life
when he granted "Mr. Barlow, an old consumptive man, and fair con-
ditioned ... .what he asked, viz . per annum if my salary be
not increased, and ^^100 per annum if it he ^7)50 Mr. Barlow
re cQived J^lOO per annum. That chiseled rather deeply into
Pepys' finances. Was he glad when Mr. Barlow slipped from the
world's easel? His own words best express his relief: "Mr. Barlow
is dead; for which, CJod knows my heart, I could be as sorry as is
1. Diary, June 2, 1660, Vol.1, P. 70.
2. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." P. 57.
Diary, June 29, 1660, Vol.1, P. 84.
4. Diary, July 17, 1660, Vol.1, P. 84.

possible for one to be for a stranger, by T/hose death he gets
100 per annum. Thus, with this candid statement, Pepys
confessed that, while an unfortunate event for Vr . Barlow, he
was rather pleased to receive his income in toto . It must have
given Pepys a thrill, now that he could calculate, to be able
to count his full year's stipend.
However, the fact that Barlow was on his payroll, perhaps
as some "fictitious servant," did not cause pepys' hair to turn
to silver prematurely. If anything could bring about that trans-
formation, the myriad duties connected with his office would eas-
ily have accomplished that. They were numerous and difficult,
and required a dynamic human machine to carry them out. His du-
ties consisted in "keeping the register of the Navy Office, check-
ing, and settling accounts, replying to orders, letters from the
Council and from the Lord High Admiral (the Duke of York); keep-
ing the accounts of the Navy up to date and knowing the duties
of the subordinate off i cer s . . . .He is one of the chief officials
of the Navy Board, co-equal with the commissioners.""" A rather
full program for any young man, no matter how energetic or am-
bitious he may be. However, Pepys managed to be a man about
town and, at the same time, to fulfill the requirements of his
office in an A-1 manner. His efficiency was appreciated. Pepys
reports that Lord Sandwich "did tell me how much I was beholding
to the Duke of York, who did yesterday of his own accord tell
him that he did thank him for one person brought into the Navy,
1. Diary, i«ebruary 9, 1663-64, Vol.1, P. 555.
2, Lucas-Dubreton
. "Samuel Pe^ys: Portrait and T'in ia ture . " PP. 29,
3

naming myself, and much more to my commendation, which is the
1
greatest comfort and encouragement that T ever had in my life."
Charles the Second, who then had the honor and privilege of
reigning, remarked, when he saw Pepys approaching, "Here is the
Navy Office. "2 ^JThat higher praise could Pepys have received?
The Navy is the embodiment of strength; it is power which helps
to cement together the British Comraonweelth of Nations. The
King, who fully realized the navy's potency, practically admit-
ted that Pepys was the nation's backbone.
But the "Backbone" often had a desire to play truant. He
yearned to get away from it all — to abandon all responsibil-
ities. One morning Pepys went "to the office," and adds, "but,
LordI what a conflict I had with myself, ray heart tempting me
1000 times to go abroad about some pleasure or other, notwith-
standing the weather foul. However, I did not budge; and to my
3
great content, did a great deal of business" Pepys thus shows
that he had the will and the power to suppress volcanic urges.
Although "Pepys took bribes,"^ he was "essentially honest
and even scrupulous."^ His former greed seems to have abated
somewhat now thet he has a staple position. There were, as is
true to-day, many methods for giving and receiving bribes for
1. Diary, October 8, 1662, Vol.1, P . 291
.
2. Diary, November 2, 1663, Vol.1, P. 420.
3. Diary, April 17, 1663, Vol.2, P. 28.
4. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." P. 61.
5. Bradford. "The Soul of Samuel Pepys." P. 62.

"special services." A certain ?''r . Colling, although probably
exaggerating slightly, throws an interesting light on conditions
of the decade when he said that "his horse was a bribe, and his
boots a bribe; and . . . .he was made up of bribes."^ I/r . Pepys
colleagues were not adverse to being the recipients of "gifts."
Pepys also received little "presents." However, divers author-
ities seem to agree that his favors were his just dues and that
they were a mere trifle when compared to those his colleagues
were customarily given.
Pepys and his co-workers often labored under strained con-
ditions caused by mutual distrust and disdain. He did not hold
them in high esteem and they reciprocated the honor. His opinion
of Sir William Penn and Sir William Batten is not of the highest
in any sense. Incidentally, both of the Williams were Pepys'
neighbors at Seething Lane. And relations seemed constantly to
be seething. VlTiile Pepys "contrived to keep on civil terms with
men who were at once his neighbors and his seniors in the service,
2
he had very little liking for either of them." Pepys once wrote,
"To the Office, where set all the morning, and there a most fu-
rious conflict between Sir Vv. Penn end I, in a few words, and on
a sudden occasion, of no great moment, but very bitter, and smart
on one another, and so broke off, and to our business, my heart
as full af spite as it could hold, for which God forgive me and
him'.""^ It is of interest to observe that Mrs. Pepys and ?'rs.
1. Diary, July 30, 1667, Vol.2, P,308.
2. Drinkwater, "Pepys: His Life md Character." F.'^l.
3. Diary, February 21, 1666-67, Vol. 2, P. 186.
c
Batten were also hostile to each other.
However, the personal enmities of Pepys, although being
kept submerged fairly well, were nothing compared with the for-
eign strife in which England was engaged. England and '-^ollend
were embroiled in a commercial war which Jarred both nations
severely. Pepys' "single purpose as naval official was to do
everything in his power to put his fighting arm of the service
1
into the highest possible state of efficiency." The English,
after a gigantic struggle, emerged victoriously from the contest.
Mr. Pepys, as has been mentioned, occupied various other
offices which he handled rather well. On July 23rd, 1660, he
writes, "My Lord and I upon our knees together took our oaths of
Allegiance and Supremacy, and the Oath of the Privy Seal, of which
I was much glad, though I am not likely to get any thing by it at
present; but I do desire it, for fear of a turn-out of our of-
fice."^ On the 24th of September, of the same year, he wrote that
he and several others "were sworn justices of peace for Middlessex,
Essex, Kent, and Southampton; with which honour T did find my-
self mightily pleased, though I am wholly ignorant in the duties
of a Justice of peace. ""^ He was later appointed to sit on the
Committee for Affairs at Tangier. Pepys also became an assist-
ant of the Royal Fishery. October the 22nd, 1665, found Samuel
accepting the offer to become "Surveyor-General cf the Victual-
1. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." P.l'^S.
2. Diary, July 23, 1660, vol.1, P. 85.
3. Diary, September 24, 1660, Vol.1, PP. 96-97.
(
ling business ... .Tir . Conventry ... .saying that T am the fittest
man in England."^ Pepys, of course, served his country in many
other capacities. Foney surely flowed into his treasure chest
from many sources.
In fact, in his heyday, Pepys handled much money. "The
general course of the accounting seems to have been subject to
2
his vigilance, ?/hich was patient end unceasing." In browsing
through the realm of the Diary, passages such as the ensuing
are not infrequent: "Up early, my mind full of business, then
to the office, where the two Sir Williams and I spent the morn-
3ing passing the victualler's account."
Hov/ever, money for the navy department was not as abundant
as economic exigencies dictated. Pepys once v/rote, when the
Dutch War was in progress, "In the afternoon shut myself up in
my chamber, end there till twelve at night finishing my greet
letter to the Duke of York, which do lay the ill condition of
the navy so open to him, that it is impossible if the King and
he minds anything of their business, but it will operate upon
them to set all natters right, and get money to carry on the war,
before it be too late, or else lay out for a peace upon any
4
terms." It was at this time that Parliam.ent demanded an ex-
planation from the "Admiralty and of the Navy Office, in the
1. Diary, October 27, 1665, P. 647.
2. Bradford. "The boul of Samuel Pepys." P. 37.
3. Ibid.
4. Diary, November 17, 1665-66, Vol.2, PP. 135-236.
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course of which Pepys became an eminent, and for one impressive
moment, a national figure."^
The trouble all began when the navy commenced end continued
to pay discharged seamen "by ticket," spurious means of exchange.
As the treasury contained no money, the "tickets" were not re-
deemable. Whereupon, for this and other contributing factors,
Parliament, in a sleuthing mood, initiated an investigation. It
was a challenge and was used as a wedge to oust "the principal
officers and have a new order of things." "The defense of his
department fell upon Pepys and his speech was sufficient to avert
disaster
The commendation for his address elated Samuel immensely.
His heart swelled end he felt important, as he naturally was.
The following excerpt best describes the shower of laudatory com-
ments' "Bilr . Ashburnham, and every creature I met there of the Par-
liament, or that knew any thing of the Parliament's actings, did
salute me with his honour: -Mr. Godolphin ;-Fr . Sands, who swore he
would go twenty miles, at any time, to hear the like again, and
that he never saw so many sit four hours together to hear any
roan '.n his life as there did to hear me. T'r . Chichly,-Sir John
Dxincomb , -and everybody do say that the kingdom v/ill ring of ray
abilities, and that I have done myself right for my whole life:
and so Captain Cocke, and others of my friends, say thst no man
had ever such an opportunity of making his abilities known; and,
that I may cite all at once, Tr . Lieutenant of the Tower did tell
1. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." P. 175.
2. Bradford. "The Soul of Samuel Pepys." P.6S.
c
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me that T.*r . Vaughan did protest to him, and that, in his hear-
ing, he said so to the Duke of Albemarle, and afterwards to Sir
W. Coventry, that he had set twenty-six years in Parliament,
and never heard such a speech there before: for which the Lord
God make me thankful', and that I may make use of it, not to
pride and vain-glory, but that, now I have this esteem, I may
do nothing that may lessen itl T spent the morning thus walk-
ing in the Hall, being complimented by everybody with admira-
tion."^
Any one, in order to obtain a better understanding and ap-
preciation of Samuel Pepys will find his Diary a satisfactory
source. His competent administrations in his various offices
and pecuniary recompenses will better be understood. Several
volumes could be written on this phase of Pepys alone. However,
the theatre is such an attractive and interesting slice of the
Restoration Period, that we shall now leave Pepys while he is
enjoying the center of attraction and supreme laurels as Clerk
of the Acts, and delve into this other interesting subject.
1. Diary, March 6, 1667-68, Vol.2, P. 466.
tss.
Chapter Four
Pepys and the Theatre
Samuel Pepys, in his customary, unique manner, gives us in-
timate glimpses of the theatre and theatrical life of the "gay
sixties." "Historically, the decade covered by Pepys' Dip.ry is
one of the most important in the development of the :^nglish The-
atre. During the first few years after the Restoration, improve-
ments were Introduced that.... gave (the stage) those general fea-
tures by which it is known to-day. From this standpoint, Pepys
may be said to have witnessed the virtual modernization of the
English theatre."'''
Pepys was an ardent lover of the drama. He had many acquaint-
ances among the leading stage personalities of that era. It must
have pleased him wher> he diligently recorded, January 3, 1661,
that he went "to the Theatre, where was acted 'Beggar's Bush," it
being very v/ell done; and here the first time that T ever saw wo-
2
men come upon the stage." That indubitable was a banner day for
him. It offered him another source from which his aesthetic
sense for womanly beauty and charm could be satisfied. Any pretty
feminine profile and figure caused his heart to increase its speed.
If a play was boring, his observant eyes would uneprth some beauty
which "soothed his mind mightily." He once remarked th?t he wit-
nessed "a simple play and ill acted, only it v/as my fortune to
1. McAfee. "Pepys on the Restoration Stage." P. 37.
2. Diary, January 3, 1661, Vol.1, P.lCl.
t
sit by a most pretty and most ingenious lady, which pleased me
much."-^ It would be interesting to discover how Pepys learned
that she was ingenious. However, there were things other than
boring plays which directed his attention in the direction of
ladies. An attractive face caused him to forgive, immediately,
even the foulest crudity and it appears that they abounded in
the Restoration days. Pepys informs that I went "to the Theatre
....and here I sitting behind in a dark place, a lady spit back-
ward upon me by mistake, not seeing me; but after seeing her to
2
be a very pretty lady, I was not troubled at it at all." Tn
speaking about Pepys at the playhouse, it is of interest to ob-
serve that he often peered through his "perspective glass" so
that he could better appraise the audience — especially the fe-
male portion of it.
However, although Pepys scanned the audience, it cannot be
denied that the center of attention was the stage. It is obvious
that Pepys would enjoy the stage shows which "glorify the American
girl," and advertise that they have "a hundred of the most beauti-
ful girls in the world." On October 28, 1661, he wrote, "To the
Theatre, and there saw 'Argalus and Parthenis,' and come after-
wards on the stage in men's clothes, and had the best legs thst
3
T ever saw, and I was very pleased with it."
Pepys was on friendly terras v/ith many stac^e folks, knew
Nell Gwyn, a beauty, and the toast of the town, well. Pepys fre-
1. Diary, September 9, 1661, Vol.1, P. 191.
2. Diary, January 28, 1660-61, Vol.1, P. 130.
3. Diary, October 28, 1661, Vol.1, P. 203.

quently saw her in his excursions backstage. "To the women's
shift, where Nell was dressing herself, and was all unready,
and is very pretty, prettier than I thought,"^ wrote Pepys one
evening. Mrs. Knipp, another prominent actress, "took us all
in," recorded Pepys, "and brought to us !Ielly, a most pretty
woman, who acted the part of Celia to-day very fine, and did it
pretty well: and I kissed her, and so did my wife; and a mighty
pretty soul she is." Nell was on intimate terms with royalty,
being the King's favorite for some time. Although Pepys was ex-
tremely delighted whenever he spied or encountered "pretty !!ell,"
he could, nevertheless, be critical. He made frequent entries
in his Diary in which he was irked because she, a comedienne,
should essay such a difficult and serious part as th?t of portray-
ing the Smpreror's daughter in Dryden's "The Indian Emperor."
Among other actresses whom Pepys knew well was Vrs. Knipp,
one of his favorites with whom he also appears to have been a
favorite. With her he whiled away many a short and happy hour.
Thomas Betterton "was easily the greatest actor during the
Restoration period. He was distinguished in comic as well as
tragic characters, (and) 'created* some one hundred and thirty
parts. ""^ Henry Harris, another popular and talented actor was
what, a few years back, would have been termed a "matinee idol."
Pepys often dined and chatted glibly with the famous actor. They
1. Diary, October 5, Vol.2, P. 354.
2. Diary, January 23, 1666-67, Vol.2, P. 168.
3. T'cAfee. "Pepys on the Restoration Stage." P. 212,
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passed many a delightful hour together. He was also acquainted
with the actor, Charles Hart, who "is said to have brought Mell
Gwyn, his mistress, on the stage. Incidentally, Hart was "a
2
grandnephew of Shakespeare." John Lacy was also a leading stage
character who acted in many plays and portrayed arduous and diffi-
cult roles with dexterity.
The actor's lot was not a very enviable one. They had their
difficulties. In fact, the life of Will Rogers and other lead-
ing footlight and spotlight luminaries would constantly be in
Jeopardy if modern "men of parts" were as sensitive and tempera-
mental as gentlemen of note were in the Diary days. Imperson-
ations and imitations were frowned upon. Sir Coventry once told
"Killigrew that he should tell his actors whoever they were, that
any thing like representing him.... that he would cause his nose
to be cut." That threat worked like magic. Another actor we
s
"exceedingly beaten with sticks by two or three that assaulted
him,"^ because a certain Sir Charles Sedley had taken offense
at what he termed "an abuse to him" from the stage. Pepys also
informs us that Clun, one of the best actors, was, while en route
to his country-house, "set upon and killed ... .most cruelly butch-
5
ered and bound." Fortunately, in thus enlightened age, actors
1. McAfee. "Pepys on the Restoration Stage." P . 224
.
2. Ibid.
3. McAfee. "Pepys on the Restoration Stage." P. 45.
4. Ibid.
5. Diary, August 4, 1664, Vol.1, P . 5C7
.
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are not treated so violently.
Oranges were sold in the theatres by orange-women. This
luscious refreshment soothed the parched throat of theatregoers
who possessed the necessary monetary exchange. "The orange-
women stood during the play in the front of the pit with their
backs to the stage; before the play and between the acts they
went about crying 'Oranges I will you have oranges?'" The Orange
Moll (the head or ange-woraan ) and her group were resourceful.
They had a ready wit and were adept at the application of first
aid — and that without any kits. A gentleman, who had purchas-
ed and was eating "of some fruit in the midst of the play, did
drop down as dead, being choked; but with much ado Orange ?'oll
did thrust her finger down his throat, and brought him to life
again ."^
Possible stage stars were often discouraged by too doting
mothers. For example, Pepys relates that an eager mother once
strode from the audience and onto the stage, where her child was
snifling and crying with marked emotion and gestures. Needless
to say, the child was rescued by the angered mother.
After the Restoration, stage properties became more numer-
ous. Dramatic productions were more elaborate. Mew and finer
techniques and devices were introduced in order to improve pre-
sentations. "On account of ....the general use of moveable scen-
ery, the elaboration of costumes and mechanical devices, the il-
lumination of the stage by chandeliers of candles, pnd the cut-
1. Diary, November 2, 1667, Vol.2, P.381.
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ting off of the front of the stage at the proscenium by flats or
curtains, the Restoration theatre resembles that of our own day
....The placing in front of the pit of a regular band of musi-
cians, with the growing tendency towards more ambitious music
both during and between the acts, also contributed to 'this trans-
formation,' as Professor Thorndike has called it, 'from a half-
medieval to a nearly modern stage.' As for the auditorium of the
Restoration play-house, its plan was in general similar to that
of the London theatre of the present time. There was the pit —
somewhat curtailed, to be sure, by the protrusion of the stage;-
above it the first tier of boxes with the King's box occupying
the centre; the so-called 'middle gallery' with a few boxes also,
perhaps, in the center; and finally above that the shilling gal-
lery with benches for the poorer class of the playgoers."^ Pepys'
theatre does not differ much from the modern Am.erican playhouse.
It is fascinating to hear Pepys' comment on the various chan-
ges he observed as the Diary decade progressed. On July S, 1661,
he remarked, after witnessing a performance, that "the scene....
2is very fine and magnificent." The 15th of August found Pepys
3 4
pleased by the "admirable scenes" of "a niost excellent play."
Theatre managers were apparently realizing the value of effective
scenery. For example, Pepys viewed "'The Faithful Sheepeardesse ,
'
a most simple thing, and yet much thronged after, and often shown.
1. McAfee. "Pepys on the Restoration Stage." PP. 37, 38.
2. Diary, Vol.1, P. 176.
3. Diary, Vol.1, P. 184.
4. Ibid.
1
but it is only for the scene's sake, which is very fine indeed."
Thus, the deft use of scenery often caused mediocre presentations
to play before capacity houses. It was interesting to note that,
as many claim to-day, a finer appreciation of the stage is obtain-
ed from balcony seats, despite the fact that they are more reason-
ably priced than those in the orchestra. Samuel once wrote that
he was forced, because the theatre was crowded, "to go into one
of the upper boxes ... .whi ch is the first time I ever sat in a
box in my life... .and this pleasure I had, that from this place
the scenes do appear very fine indeed, and much better than in
2
the pit." In a comfortable seat of King's playhouse Pepys en-
joyed "The Island Princess," "a pretty good play, many good things
being in it, and a good scene of a town on fire."" Scenery, as
Pepys suggests, brought the theatre to life -- it made it realisti
and more reflective of the world be^'^ond its four wells.
It was during this period that the cast commenced to don the
habillements of the characters they portrayed, and that the stage
was remodelled and mechanism came into use. One bright, sunnj'
afternoon, Pepys promenaded "to the King's playhouse all in dirt,
they being altering of the stage to make it wider....but my busi-
ness here was to see the inside of the stage and all the tiring-
rooms and machines; end, indeed, it was a sight worthy seeing.
But to see their clothes, and the various sorts, and whet 9 reix-
1. Diary, June 14, 1663, Vol.1, P. 379.
2. Diary, October 19, 1667, Vol.2, PP.3'^6,367.
3. Diary, January 7, 1668-69, Vol.2, i-'.6C7.

ture of things there was; here a wooden leg, there a ruff, would
make a man split himself to see with laughing; and particularly
Lacy's wardrobe, and Shotrell ' s . ""^ Verily the drama was advan-
cing. Carpenters were tearing away with hammers and axes, up-
rooting the old and building the new. Period costumes revived
the past. It was a rather vivifying spectacle to see "the
Emperor, and his people about him standing in their fixed and
different postures in their Roman habitts . . . .st the drawing up
2
of the curtain."
Among the theatres patronized by Pepys were: Blakfriars;
Chyrurgeons' Hall;" The Cockpit, Drury Lane; The Cockpit, '-'"hite-
hall Palace; The Court Theatre, V^itehall Palace; The Dude's Play-
house ("The Opera"), Lincoln's Inn Fields; The King's Theatre, Vere
Street, Clara ?!arket; The King's Theatre, Drury Lane; The Pad 5ull
Playhouse; The Salisbury Court Theatre, ^/ITiitefr iar s ; and "The
Nursery .
"
Pepys' coramsnts about the theatres of the Restoration period
are interesting. The theatre Royal "is made with extraordinary
good convenience, and yet has some faults, as the narrowness of
the passages in and out of the pit, arid the distance from the
stage to the boxes, which I am confident cannot hear; but for all
other things is well; only, above all, the musique being below,
and most of it sounding under the very stP:3e, there is no hear-
ing of the basses at all, nor very well of the trebles, which
1. Diary, Farch 19, 1666, Vol.2, P.?2.
2. Diary, March 8, 1664, Vol.1, P. 464.
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sure must be mended. He also added that a storm of hail caused
the house to rise in disorder and to flee from the theatre. It
appears that the theatre had as many private doors as an under-
world drama has secret portals. Pepys once saw five men alight
from a coach and enter the theatre via a private door in the wall.
He obtained admittance in the same manner. Agein, he and others
went "to the King's playhouse, where the doors were not then open;
but presently they did open; and we in, and find many people al-
2
ready come in, by private ways, into the pit."
The psychology of advertising had begun to make its inroads
in the days when Pepys strode about the highways and byways of
England. The methods used were similar to those in use to-day.
"At this time performances at the theatres were advertised in
play-bills displayed on the outside of the theatres and on the
posts in the streets." It was also "customary to announce the
4
second performance." A favorite actress often danced a Jig
after the end of a play and then, in a mellifluous voice, told
about the next day's play.
Pepys attended numerous plays. He was an inveterate addict
of the drama. He often made resolutions to forbear gong to the
theatre. He often broke these resolutions, on the least excuse.
1. Diary, May 8, 1663, Vol.1, P. 364.
2. Diary, May 18, 1668, Vol.2, P. 510.
3. McAfee. "Pepys on the Restoration Stage." P. 323.
4. Ibid.
c
He more frequently required no excuse. His notations on the pleys
he saw are many and v/earyin'g, because, as he once remarked of a
play, too much of the same thing spoils anything. The investi-
gator will not endeavor to weary the reader by copious quotations.
A few excerpts from the Diary will suffice to acquaint one with
the concise and compact style used by Pepys in transferring his
opinions of divers shows into his Diary.
June 12, 1662.
"To the Royal Theatre; and there saw 'The Committee' a
merry but indifferent play, only Lacy's part, an Irish
footman, is beyond imagination."^
January 1, 1663.
"Went to the Duke's house, the first play I have been at
these six months, according to my last vowe , and here saw
the so much cried-up play of 'Henry the Eighth,' which,
made up of a great many patches, that, besides the shows
and processions in it, there is nothing in the world good
2
or well done .
"
April 9, 1667.
"'The Tameing of a Shrew,' which hath some very good
pieces in it, but generally is but a xean play; and
the best part, 'Wawny,' done by Lacy; and hath not
half its life, by reason of the words, I suppose, not
3being understood, at least by me."
1. Diary, Vol .1 , P .378.
2. Diary, Vol
.1 , P .443.
3. Diary, Vol.2, P. 215.
(
Samuel again viewed "The Taming of the Shrew, "November 1,
1667, and called it "a silly play and an old one."^
January 1, 1662-63.
"After dinner, to the Duke's house, where we saw 'The
Villiane' againe: and the more I see it, the more I am
offended at my first undervaluing the play, it being
very good and pleasant, and yet a true and allowable
2tragedy."
Critics should take notice from the above quotations which
should teach them not to jump at conclusions without first con-
sidering the feasibility and veracity of those conclusions.
Pepys received misconceptions of many of Shakespeare's dramas
because of the unpolished acting of the inexperienced casts.
Their articulation was ineffective, listless, and unemotional.
They should also remember, as Pepys admitted, that first perform
ances are not necessarily a criterion of failure or success.
1. Diary, Vol.2, P. 381.
2. Diary, Vol.1, P. 325.

Chapter Five
Man About Town
That Samuel Pepys was a "man about town" and enjoyed every-
thing the "town had to offer," is clearly and vividly reflected
in the tempo of his Diary. What the town didn't proffer, he for-
cibly took, He was out to enjoy life with that seriousness and
sincerity of purpose with which he tackled even the most lugu-
brious and intricate problems which confronted him as Clerk of
the Acts. In fact, "Pepys brings to the portrayal of his mani-
fold general relations with humanity the same infinite straight-
forwardness that he applies to all his dealings y.'ith every aspect
1
of 1 ife and death . "
Pepys seems to have been a product of the age. In fact, he
appeared rather flexible; he adjusted himself to current condi-
tions and tendencies. Many writers delight in painting Pepys as
a rascal whose peremptory profligacy should never be condoned.
Such prejudiced persons either have not read the Diary, or have
merely scanned it as many do who read the most modernistic novels
in the woodshed or locked safely within the confines of their dens
with equally locked minds.
It is true that, while sailing on the sea, Pepys and a lieu-
tenant looked through the letter's "glass at two good merchant-
men, and at the woman on board them, being pretty handsome."
1. Bradford. "The Soul of Samuel Pepys." P. 105.
2, Diary, April 8, 16660, Vol.1, PP. 38, 39.
((
Is there anything censurable about such a harmless incident*?
On the 6th of March, 1660, Pepys went "to see !'rs. Jem, at
whose chamber door I found a couple of ladies, but she not being
there, we hunted her out, and found that she and another had hid
themselves behind a door. Well, they all went dov/n into the din-
ing room, where it was full of tag, rag and bobtail, dancing, and
drinking, of which I was ashamed, and after I had staid a dance
or two, I went away."^ Does this reaction to dissipation seem to
be the mere raving of an unprincipled and corrupt gentleman?
Positively not'. Pepys was disgusted and bored with the whole af-
fair. Bawdy singing, ungaged drinking, and actions divorced from
all propriety were distasteful to him. He slipped away as soon
as he could disengage himself. It is obvious that Pepys was no
precursor of the licentious period which was to follow. He was,
however, caught in the maelstrom of the Restoration. The con-
ventions of the Puritan regime had so enslaved and chained man
that, when the lid was released, he stretched himself and went
on a gambol as happy and carefree as a lamb. And he found that
the pastures were greener than he had pictured them. The way of
life was unrestrained Joy. Convention be hanged. Good laws
never made man good and bad laws never made him bad. Edgar Lee
Masters, in his "Spoon River Anthology," says that "silence poi-
sons the soul ... .And how shall the soul of a men be larger than
the life he h?s lived?" The "silence" of the pre-Ke stor at ion
days had poisoned the hearts and souls of men. Is it any wonder
1 . Diary, Vol
.1 , P .29 .

that humanity was uprooted after the Restoration'^ I'asters adds
that "personal liberty is liberty of the mind." Van determined
to have liberty of the mind and spirit.
Mr. Drinkwater informs us that Pepys "was not queasy, but
the license of the Court was becoming a little too much even for
his stomach ... .The corrupt and dissolute loungers who infected
the purlieus of the Court filled him with ind ignat ion ... .That
(the King) should allow his talents and sometimes his honor to
be seducea by worthless adventurers who cared for nothing but
1
J
their own gross indulgences was morH than Fepys could bear."'
However, as has been mentioned, Pepys kept pace with the
hectic age. He did not v/ish to be left behind with the auster-
ity of former days. He wished to lead a mundane life -- he wish-
ed to be a worldly man. He had his own pet theories about the
"way of life" and he desired to put them into practice. He prac-
tically had a seraglio of his ov;n . In fact, he seems to have had
more than one rendez-vous where he might retreat with some ravish-
ing beauty who refused to languish for love and who was his favor-
ite for the moment. "Gradually this Londoner of the sevente'=>nth
century develops into a furtive Casanova. Ke is not a braggart
2
of lewdness, but rather a shamedfaced wanton."
In his Diary, Pepys reveals that women were the cynosure of
his eyes. In church, at the theatre, on the street, in the coun-
try, in fact, everywhere, they drew and held his attention.
1. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." F.37.
2. Lucas-Duberton
. "Samuel Pepys: A Portrait in "in ia ture . " P. 194.

some of them excited his passions. One evening, after having
supped, Pepys concluded that the time was opportune for a few
amorous minutes. However, instead of bestowing his affections
upon his wife, he showers them upon Deborah '.Villett, his wife's
maid. Pepys had his "head combed by Deb., which occassioned the
greatest sorrow to me that I knew in this world, for my wife,
coming suddenly, did find me embracing the girl."^ T.'rs. Pepys
was righteously indignant. Her humor was not improved by this
affectionate scene. The dark clouds gathered rapidly and the
storm was soon unleashed. It didn't abate until Samuel discharg-
ed I,!iss '.'Villett. V/ether Pepys' sorrow was prompted by his being
discovered in the act, or because he was forced to discharge Deb.,
thereby forcing her to seek another position, is not explained
by the Diaryist. However, the reader may form his own conclusions.
On another instance, the Journalist purchased "a pair of
gloves trimmed with yellow ribbons," for his wife. The gloves,
from his narration, received scant, if any, attention. He mus^^s
upon that "which is a strange slavery which I stand to beauty,
2
that I value nothing near it."
Even v;ithin the cloistered confines of the church beauty
was not safe from his advances. One evening, while strolling
about town, he drops "into St. Dun Stan's Church, where I heard
an able sermon of the minister of the place; and stood by a pret-
ty modest maid, whom I did labor to take b^' the hand; but she
1. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." P. 163.
2. Diary, September 6, 1664, Vol.2, P. 515.
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would not, but got further and further from me; and, at last, I
could perceive her to take pins out of her pockets to prick me
if I should touch her again - which, seeing, I did forbear, end
1
^ was glad I did spy her design." Ho?/ever, he was evidently
grieved that she had also spied his design. Undaunted, he seeks
other young ladies to conquer, for, he says, "and then I fell to
gaze upon another pretty maid, in a pew close to me, and she on
me; and I did go about to take her hand, which she suffered a lit-
tle, and then withdrew. So the sermon ended, and the church broke
2
up, and ray amours ended also."
However, they still persisted. He continued to carry on his
clandestine affairs with undiminished ardor. In his office he
frequently managed to turn business into love with rapture. "In
London there lived a carpenter whose name was Bagwell end who
worked for the Navy. Bagwell had a wife whom he often sent to
the office. The Clerk liked to see her and took hold of her chin,
thinking of making overtures to her. One day he kissed her, but
3
she rebuked him."
Royalty was more corrupt and bold-faced than Pepys. The
news that the Duke of York's familiarity with Anne Hyde, the Lord
Chancellor's daughter, seemed, according to Lucas-Dubre ton , to be
common knowledge throughout the country. Complications culminated
1. Diary, August 18, 1667, Vol.2, P. 318.
2. Ibid.
3. Lucas-Dubre ton . "Samuel Pepys^ A Portrait in ?^iniature . " P. 124.
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in a satisfactory conclusion. "Lady Castleraa ine . . . . i s the ac-
knowledged mistress of Charles l.!*"''^ It would be interesting to
note if the Queen, as many other v/omen , did not understand her
husband. She probably understood him only too well, "Sarah,
the confidential servant of Earl Sandwich, with whom Pepys is on
the best of terms, informs him that the King has not quitted his
mistress for a week; that on the evening that bonfires were lit
2
in honour of the Queen, he supped with the Countess." The King
even had Lady Castlema ine ' s name "added to the list of the
3Queen's maids of honour." Did this arrangement please the Queen,
who fully realized the relations existing between the Earl of
Castlemaine ' s wife and the King? Emphatically not'. However, she
was powerless and so acceded as graciously as possible to the
odious imposition.
The intruder and favorite, Lady Castlemaine, proceeded to
run the business of "the Court, with the assistance of gallant
procurers, and that arbiter of good taste, the Chevalier de
Grammont. Once every two days there is a ball and a comedy as
well; other days are passed at the play.""^ Royalty and its para-
sites seem to have had more than their surfeit of diversions.
"Good taste" seems to be entirely lacking.
In England, the King, instead of the Pricce of T.'ales, set
1. Lucas-Dubreton . "Samuel Pepys: A Portrait in Viniature." P. 51.
2. Ibid.
3. Lucas-Dubreton. "Samuel Pepys^ A Portrait in ?'inisture." P. 82.
4. Lucas-Dubreton. "Sarruel Pepys: A Portrait in I'iniature." P. 36.
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the fashion for men. On October 8, 1666, Pepys '/;rot9, "The King
hath yesterday, in Council, declared his resolution of setting a
fashion for clothes, which he will never alter. It will be a
test, I know not well how; but it is to teach the nobility thrift,
and will do good."'^ The 13th of October, Samuel Pepys went "to
White Hall, and there the Duke of York, who is gone over to all
his pleasures again, and leaves off care of business, what with
his woman, my Lady Denham, and his hunting three times a week, was
Just come in from hunting. So I stood and saw him dress himself,
and try on his vest, which is the King's new fashion, and he will
be in it for good and all on !!onday next, and the whole Court: it
2
is a fashion, the King says, he will never change."
Then, finally, the auspicuous day arrived. "The King begins
to put on his vest, and I did see several persons of the House of
Lords and Commons too, great courtiers, who are in it; being a
long cassocke close to the body, of black cloth, pnd pinked with
white silk under it, and a coat over it and the legs ruffed with
3black riband like a pigeon's leg." Did the nev; costumes please
Pepys? He expresses his opinions by saying, "upon the whole, I
wish the King may keep it, for it is a very fine and handsome gar-
4
ment." However, Pepys' Joy at the new style was of a short dura-
1. "Red-Letter Days of Samuel Pepys." P. 210.
2. Ibid.
3. "Red-Letter Days of Samuel Pepys." PP. 210, 211.
4. Ibid.

tion. 17hen the King of France and his noblemen campaigned to
have their and other noblemen's footmen wear vests, Cherles _11
abandoned his nev/ style.
Periwigs were also in vogue at the time, having re-appeared
after the Restoration. Pepys was among the first to purchase one
when he learned that the King and the Duke were going to wear them.
Scented as a harem queen, the powdered, crustaceous wigs, fitted
around close-cropped head, "added dignity and sagacity"^ to its
wearer. There is a note of sadness sounded when Pepys goes "to
church, where I found that coming in a periwig did not prove so
strange as I was afraid it would, for I thought that all the church
would presently have cast their eyes all upon me, but found no such
thing ."^
The fashion of the Restoration period is best shown in Pepys'
Diary. One day he wrote, "This morning come home my fine camlet
cloak, with gold buttons, and a silk suit, v/hich cost me much mon-
3
ey." Again he was happy to receive "a new black baize waiste-
coate, faced with s ilk ... .also , a velvet hat, very fine to ride
4
in, and the fashion, which pleases me much."
Ladies of the period certainly knew the arts and value of
primming themselves up. If the^^ did not take extreme pains in
doing this, they were at a loss, expecially if the mechanism of
1. Lucas-Dubre ton . "Samuel Pepys: A Portrait in Viniature." P. 112.
2. "Red-Letter Days of Samuel Pepys." P. 111.
3. "Red-Letter Days of Samuel Pepys." P. 110.
4. "Red-Letter Days of Samuel Pepys." PP. 110, 111.
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all men's minds worked like Pepys' . He thought the world of Lady
Castlemaine. Even he, however, admitted that dress makes not only
the man, but also the woman. One day he viewed the royal proces-
sion and was greatly impressed. "But, above all, V.r s . Stewart in
this dress, with her hat cocked and a red plume, with her sweet
eye, little Roman nose, and excellent taille, is nor the greatest
beauty I every saw, I think, in my life; and, if ever woman can,
do exceed my Lady Castlemaine, at least in this dress. The
Queen looked mighty pretty in her "white laced waistecoste end
p
a crimson short pettycoate, and her hair dressed a l_a negligence .
There are other allusions to dress in the Diary. On October
15, 1666, Lady Carteret informed Pepys that "the ladies are to go
into a new fashion shortly, and that is to wear short coats above
their ancles." Pepys and Lady Carteret did not approve of the
style, preferring the long trains then in vogue and which they con-
sidered "mighty graceful."" On the 27th of July, 1665, Pepys
remarked that "it was pretty to see the young, pretty ladies
dressed like men, in velvet coats, caps with ribbands, and with
4laced bands. Just like men." And this energetic scribe thought
it was only recently that girls began to adopt the mannerisms of
man
.
1. "Red-Letter Days of Samuel Pepys." P . 204
.
2. Ibid.
3. Diary, Vol.2, P. 117.
4 . Diary, Vol
.1 , P .606 .
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However, the l&dies were not doing all the borrowing. "The
use of muffs by men became common after the Re storation . . . .^'ovem-
ber, 1662, was a very cold month, and Pepys was glad to wear his
1
wife' last year's muff , and to buy her a ne'-v one."
Pepys was a "man about town" in more 7/ays than one. His
divers positions and responsibilities necessitated his being an
active, observant, and alert man. He had to criss-cross all over
London in order to fulfill his many duties. Although bearing a
greater burden than most men carry, he was duly elected, in 1665,
a Fellow of the Royal Society. There experiments into the un-
known and research and discussions in the field of literature
tended to accentuate Fepys' quest for more knowledge a quest
he never abandoned. In 1684, his diligence and many contributions
were rewarded by his being chosen as President of the organization
Pepys partly inherited and partly acquired a love for the
finer arts. He delved into the realm of music, even learning to
play the lute so that he, too, could make music. He enjoyed good
music and commends it highly in his Diary. He wrote several songs
among which is "Beauty Retire," which V.rs, Knipp sang with art-
istic effects. Several books were dedicated to him by eminent
authors. He had his portrait painted by prominent artists. He
had studied diligently and, although not a painter himself, rec-
ognized a masterpiece when he saw one. He disagreed with Savill,
whom he called an honest man, but "silly as to matter of skill in
1. Wheatley. "Samuel Pepys and the World He Lived In." P.2C7,

shadows." He then patronized Hales whose painting "pleases me
mightily."^
Mr. Pepys greatly admired ?!r . Evelyn, his senior by about
twelve years. He makes frequent reference to his fello?/ Diaryist
in his Diary. After 1688, "so long as his health allowed, Pepys
used to gather on Saturday night a group of cronies of like scien-
tific habit at his residence in York Building. At these assem-
blies we catch an echo of the Diary Days subdued to the decorum
befitting such guests as Doctor Dale, Dean of "ork, end John
3Evelyn .
"
Pepys' experiences in life cover volumes. He was hailed as
the country's most patriotic son and defender ... .He was accused
of treason and hurled into the Tower. There were two extremes
and he had covered much territory in negotiating them. His
forced incarceration did not discourage or prevent him from seek-
ing added and greater laurels. Furthermore, there were many who
were of the same opinion as John Evelyn, who wrote in his Diary,
June, 4, 1679: "I dined with Vr . Pepys in the Tower, he having
been committed by the House of Commons for misdemeanours in the
Admiralty when he was Secretary; I believe he was unjustly
charged.""* Nine months after his arrest, Pepys was discharged.
A few days later he was fully exonerated by the death-bed con-
1. Morehouse. "Samuel Fepys, Administrator, Observer, Gossip." P. 32
2. Ibid.
3. Lovett. "The New Republic," June 2, 1926, Vol.47, P. 64.
4. Lubbock. "Samuel Pepys." P. 230.
err
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fession of a certain John James.
V/hen James TT, who had ascended to the throne upon Charles'
death, B'ebruary, 1685, abdicated in 1689, Pepys became a can-
didate for Parliament.
Pepys was experienced in parliamentary procedures, having
previously been elected for Parliament from different districts.
He had held a seat in the House of Coinmons several times. In
1673, Castle Rising had elected him. He had also served as
Sandwich's and Harwick's representative to the House of Commons.
It is interesting to notice that when Castle Rising refused to
consider Pepys' offer for re-election, he rrote to the Governor
of the Isle of '.'i/ight that he was "under a firm determination to
stand for Harwich, however I be chosen at Portsmouth or elsewhere."
Therefore, it was with some confidence that he re-entered the
political lists in 1689. However, although Pepys fought hard, his
attempts were as those of an enfeebled gladiator. His political
life was doomed. A hue and cry arose: "No Tower men, no r.en out
of the Tower I" The Commissioner of the Admiralty ordered Pepys
"to hand over his papers to Phineas Bowles, who became secretary
3in his place .
"
In addition, Pepys was defeated in his endeavors to regain
a seat in .Parliament
.
1. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character. P.2?l.
2. Lubbock. "Samuel Pepys." P. 251.
3. Ibid.

Thus, the public career of Pepys was brought to a close.
His private life lost its old glamor. He was no longer the "roan
about town" he had formerly been -- a man who met death a thou-
sand times during the Plague and the Fire v/hich swept London.
A "man about town?" Yes, in more ways than one.
(—
Chapter Six
The Specter Finger
Mr. Samuel Pepys survived both the London plague and the
Great Fire. He appears to have possessed a charmed life, and,
fortunately for posterity, v;as spared to continue his Diary and
leave it as an heirloom for the pleasure and profit of succeed-
ing generations.
"As far back as June, 1664," reports T'r . Drinkwater, "over
seven hundred people had died of the plague in a week in Amster-
dam, and that sooner or later the scourge would drift across the
sea to an invasion more dreadful than of any fleet was a fear
that for months lay heavily over London." That fear soon turned
into an actuality.
Pepys expressed the silent sentiment and the sincere prayers
of a city of people when he wrote, April 30, 1665, that there were
"great fears of the sickness in the City, it being said that two
1
or three houses are already shut up. God preserve us all'."
However, the plague continued its attack upon London with
insistent tenacity. 'JVhen Pepys safely gained the confines of
his domicile, June 7, 1665, he Jotted that "this day, much against
ray will, I did in Drury Lane see two or three houses marked with
a red cross upon the doors, and 'Lord have mercy upon us'.' writ
there; which was a sad sight to me, being the first of that kind
1 . Diary, Vol.1 , P .575.

that, to my remembrance, I ever saw. It put me into an ill con-
ception of myself and my smell, so that I was forced to buy some
roll-tobacco to smell and to chaw, which took away the apprehen-
sion '"
That the air was rendered foul by the cursed plague is prob-
ably best shown by the experience of a certain youn man as quoted
by Pepys. One of Samuel's acquaintances told him "how a maid serv-
ant of Mr. John Wright's falling sick of the plague, she was
removed to an outhouse, and a nurse appointed to look to her; who
being once absent, the maid got out of the house at the v;indow,
and ran away. The nurse coming and knocking, and, having no an-
swer, believed she was dead, and went and told Vt , Wright so; who
and his lady were in great straight what to do to get her buried.
At last, resolved to go to Burntwood, hard by, being in the parish,
and there get people to do it. But they would not; so he went home
full of trouble, and on the Vi'ey met the wench walking over the com-
mon, which frightened him v;orse than before; and was forced to send
people to take her, which he did; and they got one of the pest-
coaches, and put her into it, to carry her to a pest-house. And,
passing in a narrov/ lane. Sir Anthony Browne, with his brother
and some friends in the coach, met this coach with the curtains
drawn close. The brother, being a young man, and believing there
might he some lady in it that would not be seen, end the way being
narrow, he thrust his head out of his own into her coach, and to
1 . Diary, Vol
.1 , F .582
.
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look, and there saw somebody looking very ill, and in a silk dress
and stunk mightily; which the coachman also cried out upon.""^
The young blade almost had convulsions and feared that he would
be a victim of the plague, when he discovered whom the coach con-
tained. However, he was spared.
As the epidemic wound its way into every nook 2nd corner of
London, threatening all with its fatal touch, "many of the great
families who had no business ties," informs !'r . Dr inkvi'ater , "left
London. By the middle of June, the shops were closing down, the
tradesmen driven away by the danger and the Igck of customers,
and public servants were moving with their departments into the
country." In fact, Pepys wrote that he found "all the town al-
most going out of town, the coaches and waggons being all full
2
of people going into the country." All the people vho could af-
ford, migrated from London.
Pepys was one of the few who could afford to, and did, get
his kin away from the danger zone. On the 22nd of June, he suc-
ceeded in sending his reluctant mother into the country away from
the plague
.
The flight of many from London was not very praiseworthy.
"There were many in London whose duty could not be done else-
where, guardians, of the town, and doctors, a:id ministers of re-
ligion, who broke under the strain and deserted their post.""^
1. Diary, August 3, 1664-65, Vol.1, F.612.
2. Diary, June 21, 1664-65, Vol.1, P. 590.
3. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Cheracter." P. 135.

However, Pepys v;as not among this group. Apprehensive of the
danger a danger which brought a fear which he does not deny —
Pepys continued, nevertheless, to remain at his post. He saw his
duty and did it to the best of his ability. It is true that he
felt, at times, like deserting, but his better self reassured and
reinforced him so that he carried on, a much finer man for it.
The toll was terrific. "During July London became, with ter-
rible actuality, a city of the dead. Grass began to grow in the
silent and empty streets. The hawkers no longer screamed their
barrows; the apprentices put up the shutters of their masters'
shops and disappeared. The coaches of fashion and business stood
in their sheds unused, and the regular traffic that the foot pas-
sengers saw as they went like ghosts through the deserted streets
was the passing of the death-carts. The awful stillness was brok-
en by the constant tolling of the bells, and sounds of horror from
the stricken houses. Upon the whole town lay a sense of inescap-
able fatality. A few heroic doctors went their rounds, end a few
apothecaries dispensed plague waters and quack specifics, but
nothing could be done to lift the anguish from the city. It mere-
ly had to be endured ... .For months a tragic population could do
nothing but wait dumbly upon the spectacle of its own destruction."
London was really a city of the condemned.
The plague seems to have swept the city with all the fury of
the fire which was to follow. Pepys spoke about the 12th of July
as being "a solemn fast-day for the plague (is) growing upon us.**^
1. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." P. 134.
2. Diary, July 12, 1665, Vol.1, P. 598.
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On the 13th, he recorded that "above 700 died of the plague this
week."-'- On the 25th, he entered that "sad (is) the story of the
plague in the City, it growing mightily."^ The 26th found hira
remarking upon the "sad news of the death of so many in the par-
ish of the plague, forty last night.... The sickness is got into
our parish this week, and is got, indeed, every where; so I be-
gin to think of setting things in order, which I pray God enable
me to put, both as to soul and body.""^
On the 10th of August, Pepys went to his office where, with
his fellow-workers, he discussed the plague. In fact, that was
the common talk of the London of the day. Pepys and his friends
were "in great trouble to see the Bill this week rise so high,
4
to above 4,000 in all, and of them above 3,000 of the plague."
Whereupon, Pepys goes "home, to draw over anew ray will, which I
bound myself by oath to dispatch by to-morrow night; the town
growing so unhealthy, that a man cannot depend upon a living two
days." The 13th found his will drawn up. This served as an
inventory for Pepys, who found himself "worth, besides Brampton
estates, the sum of ^22,164, for which the Lord be praised."^
However, the plague was not to transform Pepys into a corpse.
1. Diary, July 13, 1665, Vol.1, P. 599.
2. Diary, July 25, 1665, Vol.1, P. 605.
3. Diary, July 26, 1665, Vol.1, P . 606
.
4. Diary, August 10, 1665, Vol.1, P. 614.
5. Diary, August 10, 1665, Vol.1, P. 614.
6. Diary, August 13, 1665, Vol.1, P. 615.
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such as he encountered, much to his dismay, one gloomy and dismal
night. Two days after filing his v/ill, Pepys recorded that "it
was dark before I could get home, and so land at Church-yard
stairs, where, to my great trouble, I met a dead corps of the
plague, in the narrow alley. Just bringing down a little pair of
stairs. But I thank God I was not much disturbed at it. However,
I shall beware of ray being late abroad again. ""^
The dead were left unburied for days at the time. On the
22nd of August, Pepys wrote, I "walked to Greenwhich, in my way
seeing a coffin with a dead body therein, dead of the plague, ly-
ing in an open close belonging to a Coome farme, which was car-
ried out last night, and the parish have not appointed any body
to bury it; but only set a watch there day and night, that no-
body should go thither or come thence: this disease making us
2
more cruel to one another than we are to dogs."
All kindness and humanity, however, was not, fortunately,
anchored with dragging chains. John Drinkwater quotes a rather
sentimental passage from Pepys' Diary. "Among other stories,"
wrote Pepys, "one was very passionate, methought, of a complaint
brought against a man in the towne for taking a child from London
from an infected house. Alderman Hooker told us it was the child
of a very able citizen in Gracious Street, a saddler, who had
buried all the rest of his children of the plague, and himself
and his wife now being shut up and in despair of escaping, did
1. Diary, August 15, 1665, Vol.1, P. 616.
2. Diary, August 22, 1665, Vol.1, PP. 620-21.
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desire only to save the life of this little child; and so pre-
vailed to have it received stark-naked into the arms of a friend,
who brought it (having put it into fresh clothes) to Greenwich;
where upon hearing the story, we did agree it should be permitted
to be received and kept in the towne.""^ The truth of the matter
was that the houses, which were attacked by the plague, were quar-
antined in order to protect strangers and passers-by.
But the sick, those of them who were spiteful and narrow-
minded, managed to pass the disease on to others by a diabolic
method which only a diseased mind could conceive. On the 12th
of February, 1666, Pepys mentioned that "come I'r . Caesar, my
boy's lute-master, whom I have not seen since the plague before,
but he hath been in Westminster all this while, very well; and
tells me in the height of it, how bold people there were, to go
in sport to one another's burials; and in spite, too, ill people
would breathe in the faces, out of windows, of well people go-
ing by."''
During the plague, Pepys was solicitous about the welfare
of his friends. "I hear," he noted, "that one of the little
boys at my lodging is not well; and they suspect, by their send-
ing for plaster and fume, that it may be the plague; so I sent
Mr. Hater and \7. Hewer to speak with the mother; but they return-
ed to me, satisfied that there is no hurt nor danger, but the boy
1. Drinkwater. "Fepys- His Life and Character." F.139.
2. Diary, February 12, 1666, Vol.2, F.12.
(
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is well
Records of the plague were ill kept at the time. Pepys is
informed by I.ir . Hadley, his clerk, that nine have died in his
parish during that week. T'r . Pepys' figures showed that only
six had passed away. Therefore, he imagines "the plague much
„2
greater than people take it to be.
The plague, it seems, proved to be an opportune ally for
malicious tongues. "I met this noon, "recorded Pepys, July 22,
1665, "with Dr. Burnett, who told me, and T find in the newsbook
this week that he posted upon the 'Change, that whoever did spread
the report that, instead of dying of the plague, his servant was
by him killed, it was forgery, and shewed the acknowledgment of
the Master of the pest-house, that his servant died of a bubo on
the right groine, and two spots on the right thigh v/hich is the
plague . ""^
On November the 10th, Mrs. Pepys, Samuel's wife, returned
to London. On the 15th, he v/rote that "the plague, blessed be
God', is decreased 400; making the whole thisv.'eek about 1300 and
odd: for which the Lord be praised.""^ On the 22nd, he mentioned
that he "was glad to hear that the plague is come very low; that
is, the whole under 1000, and the plague 600 and odd: and great
hopes of a further decrease, because of this day's being a very
1. Diary, November 1665, Vol.1, P. 649.
2. Diary, August 30, 1665, Vol.1, P. 622.
3. Diary, July 22, 1665, Vol.1, P. 603.
4. Diary, November 15, 1665, Vol.1, P. 653.
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exceeding hard frost, and continues freezing." However, the
plague persisted and continued. It frequently lost force 'and
then came back with added venom. In scouring through the Diary
we read such reports as "the plague rages," "good news beyond
all expectation of the decrease of the plague." Bulletin after
bulletin was constantly changed. However, the plague finally
abated .
Then the deserters began to return with flimsy alibis.
"The first meeting of Gresham College since the plague" took
place January 22, 1666. "Dr. Goddard did fill us with talk, in
defense of his and his fellow physicians going out of tov.n in
the plague-time; saying that their particular patients were most
gone out of town, and they left at liberty; and a great deal
more."^ On the 10th of February, Sir Thomas Jarbey, who had left
the town during the plague, was coldly received upon returning to
the office. His associates had only contempt for quitters v.'ho
desserted in a crisis.
Although the scourge abated, it lingered on, through the
winter, in the city, within and without the walls end v;as ush-
ered out only by the equally pernicious and destructive London
fire. The plague had driven a hard bargain. Approximately
68,596 lost their lives as a result of its grimy siege.
1. Diary, November 22, 1665, Vol.1, F.655.
2. Diary, January 22, 1666, Vol.2, P. 7.
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Chapter Seven
A Four -Alarm Fire
In September, 1666, London was the hearth of one of the
greatest fires that ever threatened life, liberty and the pur-
suit of happiness. "The holocaust ... .raged for four days ?nd
swept away some fourteen thousand houses, nearly a hundred par-
ish churches, the city cathedral, the Royal Exchange, Newgate
Gaol, the Guildhall, and a vast number of other public and busi-
ness buildings, destroying property valued "in those days at more
than ten million pounds.""^ We have an accurate account recorded
in the Diary of Mr. Samuel Pepys, whose "straightforward common-
2
sense shows out strongly during the course of the Great Fire."
Pepys had an uncanny skill in recording events. The ravages of
the fire and the accompanying confusion are best depicted in his
Diary
.
"Some of our maids," he penned, "sitting up late last night
to get things ready against our feast to-day, Jane called us up
about three in the morning, to tell us of a great fire they saw
3in the City." Pepys did v/hat any curious person would have done;
"I rose," he added, "and slipped on my night-gown, and v.-ent to her
,1. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." P. 153.
2. V/heatley, "Samuel Pepys and the World He Lived In." F.31.
3. Diary, September 2, 1666, Vol.2, P. 87.
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window; and thought it to be on the back-side of I'arket-lane at
the farthest; but being unused to such fires as followed, I
thought it far enough off; and so went to bed again, and to sleep.
About seven arose again to dress myself....By and by Jane comes
and tells me that she hears that above 300 houses have been burn-
ed down to-night by the fire we saw, and that it is now burning
down all Fish Street, by London Bridge."^
Desiring to see all, know all, and record as much, Pepys,
who realized that the blaze was far from being a miniature affair,
concluded, after carefully making his customary immaculate morn-
ing preparations prior to promenading, to tread to a point of
vantage. Therefore, he "walked to the Tower; and there got up
2
upon one of the high places." From this altitude he "did see
the houses at that end of the bridge all on fire, and an infinite
great fire on this and the other end of the bridge." With his
4
"heart full of trouble," Pepys descended from his perch, and in-
terviewed the Lieutenant of the Tower, who told him "that it (the
fire) begun this morning in the King's baker's house in Pudding-
lane, and that it hath burned down St. Tagnus's Church and most
part of Fish Street already." Then, with his heart made heavier
as he realized the extent of the damage wrought by that inferno
1. Diary, September 2, 1666, Vol.2, P. 87.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
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on earth, Samuel Pepys "went down to the water-side, and there
got a boat, and through the bridge, and there saw a lamentable
f ire ... .Every body endeavoring to remove their goods, and fling-
ing into the river, or bringing them into lighters that lay off;
poor people staying in their houses as long as till the very fire
touched them, and then running into boats, or clambering from one
1
pair of stairs, by the waterside, to another." Consternation....
Bewilderment ... .The desire to cling as long as possible to their
few possessions ... .A feeling of helplessne ss . . . .All these cast
their ominous spell upon man, beast, and bird. "Among other things,
the poor pigeons, I perceive," jotted Pepys, "were loth to leave
their houses, but hovered about the windows and balconys, till
2
they burned their wings and fell down." Later, while rummaging
through the debris, Peps "did see a poor cat taken out of a hole
in a chimney, Joying to the v/all of the Exchange, r;ith the hair
3
all burnt off the body, and yet alive."
The fire continued to howl and roar as it was fanned into
•fury by the sHrieking winds. The people continued "to remove
4
their goods, and leave all to the fire." But what ^'ere the good
people of London and environs doing to stem the onslaught of this
5furious foe? "no body" ... .was ... ."endeavor ing to quench it."^
1. Diary, September 2, 1666, Vol.2, PP. 87,38.
2. Diary, September 2, 1666, Vol.2, P. 88.
3. Diary, September 5, 1666, Vol.2, P. 95.
4. Diary, September 2, 1666, Vol.2, P. 88.
5. Ibid.
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The stage appeared to have been purposefully set for the
fire. The houses were "full of matter for burning, as pitch and
tar,"^ and "warehouses of oyle , and wines, and brandy, and other
things ... .Houses were burned by.... drops and flakes of fire,
2
three or four, nay, five or six houses, one from another.""'
Moreover, London had had a long drought Just before the fire; ev-
erything now proved combustible, "even the very stones of church-
es.""^ Furthermore, the people weren't familiar with our swift
and efficient modern methods of combating fires. Therefore, they
fled and formed the Great Fire's Vanguard.
Pepys, who had sized up the situation, rushed, with great
presence of mind, "to ^fl/hite Hall.... and there up to the King's
closet in the Chapel, where people come about me, and I did give
them an account dismayed them all, and v7ord vas carried to the
King. So I was called for, and did tell the King and the Duke
of York what I saw; and that, unless his ^'ajesty did co^imand
4
houses to be pulled, nothing could stop the fire." Pepys didn't
mince words. The King desired an unexpurgated version of the
fire, and he certainly obtained it from Pepys. In fact after
hearing Samuel's report, everybody "seemed much troubled, and the
King commanded me," informs Pepys, "to go to my Lord ?'a3'or from
him, and command him to spare no houses, but to pull dcrn before
1. Diary, September 2, 1666, Vol.3, P. 39.
2. Diary, September 2, 1666, Vol.2, P. 90.
3. Diary, September 2, 1666, Vol.£, P. 83.
4. Ibid.

the fire every way."
En route to the Lord ^''ayor, Pepys encountered many persons
"coming away laden with goods to save, and here and there, sick
people carried in beds. Extraordinary good goods in carts and
on backs. He eventually "met my Lord T'ayor in Canning Street,
like a man spent, with a handkercher about his neck. To the
King's message, he cried, like a fainting woman, 'Lord! vrhat can
I do? I am spent: people will not obey me. I have been pulling
down houses; but the fire overtakes us faster than we can do it'"""
The people apparently weren't experienced in the art of pull-
ing down domiciles. The fire continued to rage. The streets were
"full of nothing but people; and horses and carts loaden with
goods, read}'' to run over one another, and removing goods from one
4burned house to another." Not only on the highways did confusion
reign. The same was also true of the Thames "River full of light-
ers and boats taking in goods and good goods swimming in the water;
and only I observed (Pepys was viewing the fire with King end the
Duke of York) that hardly one lighter or boat in three had the
5goods of a house in it."
Pepys assisted the unfortunate as much as man's power permit-
ted under the adverse circumstances. He allowed one of his friends,
a poor Tom Hater, to deposit his goods in the Pepys dwelling.
1. Diary, September
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
4. Diary, September
5. Diary, September
2, 1666, Vol.2, P. 38.
2, 1666, Vol.2, P. 89.
2, 1666, vol.2, P. 90.
1
However, the alarm warned that the fire was wending its way in
the direction of the street on which Samuel lived. "So," v/rote
the Diaryist, "we were forced to begin to pack up our own goods,
and prepare for their removal; and did by moonshine, it being
brave, dry and moonshine and warm weather, carry much of my goods
into the garden; and I,!r . Hater and I did remove ray money and iron
1
chests into my cellar, as thinking that the safest place."... "About
four o'clock in the morning, my Lady Batten sent me a cart to carry
away all my money, and plate, and best things, to Sir \7. Rider's
....which I did, riding muself in my night-gown, in the cart; and
Lord', to see how the highways are crowded with people running and
riding, and getting of carts at any rate to fetch away things."""
The next morning, Pepys was "up by break of day to get away
the remainder of my things; which I did by a lighter at the Iron
Gate; and my hands so full, that it was the afternoon before v/e
3
could get them all away." However, it was impossible to cart
everything away. Ingenuity found a fitting solution for the prob-
lem. For example, "Sir W. Batten not knowing how to remove his
wine, did dig a pit in the garden, and laid it in there; and I
took the opportunity of laying all the papers of my office that I
could not otherwise dispose of. And in the evening Sir Fen
and I did dig another, and put our wine in it; and I ray parraazan
4
cheese, as well as my wine and some other things."
1. Diary, September
2. Diary, September
3. Diary, September
4. Ibid.
2, 1666, Vol.2, P. 91.
3, 1666, Vol.2, F.91.
4, 1666, Vol.2, F.92.
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With things in such a state of affairs, it was essential
that effective methods be adopted in order to combat the fire suc-
cessfully. The fire-fighters resorted to the practice "of blowing
up of houses in Tower Street, those next the Tower, which et first
did frighten people more than any thing*, but it stopped the fire
where it was done, it bringing down the houses to the ground in
the same places they stood, and then it was easy to quench what
little fire was in it, though it kindled nothing almost."^
Although the fire lasted only four days, "London remained
in ruins for many months, and as late as April 23rd, 1668, Pepys
describes himself as wearily walking round the walls in order to
escape the dangers within. At last new streets of houses arose
2from the ruins." Thus, the Great Fire, which had challenged
mankind, finally ended.
However, the scars of battle were deeply seared in the mem-
ories of the survivors. Fepys frequently av/oke with a sudden
start which vividly brought back to his mind the horrors of the
London Fire. That he was greatly affected is undoubted. His im-
pressive and vived lines, as written in his Diary, attest to that.
In truth, the grim history of thpt fire looms even to-day as a
silent warning of care in the handling of combustibles.
1. Diary, September 4, 1666, Vol.2, P. 93.
2. Wheatly. "Samuel Pepys and the World He Lived In." P. 114.
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Chapter 3ight
And So To Bed
Then came the peace and calm,
A sweet, refreshing, timely balm,
And Pepys, who led a hectic life.
Was off to Join his departed wife.
Samuel's wife, who was, despite her failings as reported by
Pepys, a patient and remarkable woman, preceded him to the grave.
Before her demise, Pepys, whose sight was faltering and appar-
ently dimming so rapidly that he feared blindness, went to Hol-
land and France accompanied by his yoiong wife. There he probably
bestowed upon her the love and comfort she deserved, and should
have received in the earlier days of their married life. Pepys
also found the trip an opportune time in which to increase his
knowledge of nautical affairs.
The Pepyses did not remain abroad very long. Perhaps Samuel
was eager to return to his labors and his other loves. "Tnatever
the reason may have been, they soon returned. They had scarcely
arrived v/hen Elizabeth, Pepys' wife, "became seriously ill with a
fever. Samuel was deeply affected by his wife's illness which
was rapidly making serious inroads. He wrote to John 3vel\Ti, his
close friend by then, "I would not have been ten days returned in-
to England without waiting on you, had it not pleased '^od to af-
1. Wheatly. "Samuel Pepys and the V/orld He Lived In." P. 47.

flict me by the sickness of my wife." Ensuing correspondence
reveals that he despaired as every tolling hour seemed "to ren-
2der her recoverie desperate." His gravest and dreaded fears
gloomingly shattered into grim reality. !.'rs. Pepys' tempera-
ture rose rapidly. Life was swiftly ebbing, On the 10th of
vember, 1669, she died, at the age of twenty-nine.
Pepys was genuinely grieved by the blow. In his garden of
memories he possessed at least one comforting factor: the voyage
3had been "full of health and content." Trs. Pepys was laid to
rest in St. Clave' s Church. Samuel frequently dolefully made re-
ference to "the sorrowful interruption given by the sickness and
4
death of my wife ."
Mr. Pepys doubtlessly regretted his previous attitude towards
his wife. The days he beat her, scolded her vigorously, and in
myriad other ways made life uncomfortable for her. As far as his
wife is concerned, Pepys seems to have been obsessed with a supe-
riority complex. However, "herdeath left Pepys entirely solitary
....In the routine of his private life he must have missed his
5
wife deeply." Perhaps now he could sentimentally and truthfully
say:
1. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." P. 202.
2. Ibid.
3. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life znd Character." P. 203.
4. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." P. 202.
5. Lubbock. "Samuel Pepys," P. 202.
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Vociferous Vesuvius nov/ is stilled,
But it seems that it's not willed
That my love can do likewise,
And help me regain my former paradise.
'Twas a cruel and wicked Fate,
That snatched you from your mate;
Though I can't have you by ray side,
With dreams of you I'll fore'er abide.
No matter what slanderers may say about Pepys, it appears
1
that he loved Elizabeth, "and the love endured and clung."
Suffice to say, in the thirty odd years in which he survived her,
he never married again.
No account of Samuel Pepys is complete without a fer remarks
about his private correspondence. Incidentally, it does not con-
tain a detailed enumeration of his experience and scandal. On
the contrary, it is "most sober and serious, "as Hr . Lovett in-
forms. "Something of the change is undoubtedly due to the fact
that when the correspondence begins the Restoration had passed
its heyday, and Pepys likewise had left his canicular days behind
2him." The correspondence represents Pepys as "a solid and re-
sponsible man of affairs, abounding in serious interests, a pillar
of the state." They represent Pepys to his contemporaries as
1. Bradford. "The Soul of Samuel Pepys." P. 193.
2. Lovett. "New Republic." June 2, 1926, Vol.47, P. 54.
3. Ibid.

"II Penseroso," instead of as "L'Allegro." To this writer it is
rather amazing to have observed that, v/hile Pepys manifested no
symptoms of sparkling wit, he should have been so popular. Per-
haps his mask of solemnity and seriousness made him appear more
reliable than he otherwise v;ould have seemed.
His correspondence really began in 1679, "v/hen Pepys was se-
cretary to the Commissioner of the Navy.""^ It was rather sparse
and scanty until after 1688, when "he went out of office at the
revolution and thereafter had plenty of leisure to pursue his
2
varied avocations."
Since his Diary days, Pepys seems to have done considerable
traveling. In 1682, the Duke of York "was sent to Scotland on a
mission of domestic and religious conciliation."" How did this
involve Pepys and his wanderlust? Pepys was selected as a mem-
ber for the Duke*s retinue which was to penetrate into Scotland
with him. In due time the party, after an adventurous voyage,
in which the Duke's ship, v;hich did not include Pepys, who had
set forth in his yacht, met with an accident, eventually'' landed
on the shores of Scotland.
As Samuel Pepys had, while in Scotland, practically no spec-
ified duties to perform, he rambled about the country to his
heart's content. His meanderings took him to Stirling, Hamilton,
1. Lovett. "The Republic." Vol.47, P. 64.
2. Ibid.
3. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." P. 287.

and Glasgow, "which he found 'a very Extraodinary town indeed
for beauty and trade, much superior to any in Scotland.'"^ The
Scottish institutions particularly received his undivided admir-
ation, ^ile the ex-Diaryist roamed hither, thither, and yon,
viewing the bonnie lads, lassies, and scenes of Scotland, the
Duke was plying his business arduously. He was highly success-
ful in his quest and received the praise of Fepys and others for
his diplomancy.
Among Pepys' coterie of friends was the famous poet, John
Dryden. They corresponded rather freely. Fortunately, their
respective epistles have been preserved for the ages. A typical
letter from the correspondence of each is here presented. The
first one was addressed to Pepys. They ensue:
Padron Mio,
I remember last year, when I had the honour of dining
with you, you were pleased to recommend to me the character
of Chaucer's Good Parson . Any desire of yours is a command
to me, and accordingly I have put it into my English, with
such additions and alterations as T thought fit.
Having translated as many fables from Ovid, and as many
novels from Boddace, and tales from Chaucer, as will make
an indifferent large volume in folio, I intend them for the
press in I!ichaelmas term next. In the meantime, !'y Parson
desires the favour of being known to you, and promises, if
1. Drinkwater .. "Pepys : His Life and Character." P.2S7.
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you find any fault in his character, he will reform it.
Whenever you please, he shall wait on you, and, for the
safer conveyance, I will carry him in ray pocket, who am,
MyPadron's most obedient servant,
John Dryden . ^
Pepys replied:
You truly have obliged me, and, possibly, in saying so, I am
more in earnest than you can readily think, as verily hop-
ing from this your ^copy of one Good Parson , to fancy some
amends made me for the hourly offence I bear v/ith from the
sight of so many lewd originals.
I shall, with great pleasure, attend you on this occa-
sion when'er you'll permit it; unless yon would have
the kindness to double it to em, by suffereing my coach
to wait on you (and whom you can gain me the same favour
from) hither, to a cold chicken and a salad, any noon
after Sunday, as being Just stepping into the air for
two days . ^
Thus, by means of corresponding with his friends, by consult
ing his books and his music, he whiled away the years. That he
pined for the good old days is evident. However, uncomplaining,
he made the best of his lot. His "retirement was unhappily dis-
turbed in 1700 by a recrudescence of his old malady, the stone,
1. Drinkv/ater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." 0.330.
2. Drinkwater. 'Tepys: His Life and Character." PP. 330, 331.
OK
for which he had imdergone an operation more than forty years
before."-^ After a second operation, he left London for the fresh
air of Clapham, where he lived with an old friend, Hewer. That
he was missed by his London companions is shown by Evelyn's
letter: "In good earnest, Sir, I passe not by Yorke-Building
2
without serious regret."
Pepys' condition became poor indeed and life was rapidly
ebbing. The disease that he had successfully battled for prac-
tically a lifetime was gaining the upper hand. Tn ?'ay, the
struggle became a losing contest. He was between "the dark and
the twilight." "On the 24th, he '."as seized with convulsions which
lasted through the night. In the morning, he asked for the cur-
tains and windows to be opened to let in the spring day from
3
Clapham Common."
4
On May 26, 1703, at "47 minutes past 3 in the morning,"
Samuel Pepys quietly and calmly made his exit from the world.
The high esteem in which he was held by his fellow-men is best
demonstrated by the comments entered in Evelyn's Diary on the
day of Pepys' demise. Evelyn wrote: "This day died :'r . Samuel
Pepys, a very worthy, industrious and curious person.... he was
universally beloved, hospitable, generous, learned in many things,
1. Lubbock. "Samuel Pepys." P. 273.
2. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." F.345.
3. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." P. 349.
4. Ibid.
(
skilled in music, a very great cherisher of learned men of whom
he had the conversation."^ Thus, it is obvious that Pepys had
successfully maintained his respectability and was still regarded
as practically an '•ideal man" by his acquaintance. If they knew
his failings, would their opinion of him have changed?
"The body was brought to London, and was buried on June 5 in
2
St. Olave's Church." "In 1883.... a memorial medallion, design-
ed by Sir Arthur Blomfield and paid for by a public subscription,
was fixed in the south aisle, where in Pepys' day was a gallery
containing the official pew of the Navy Board, His wife's bust
looks across from the oposite side of the chancel, where he him-
self placed it.""^
Pepys' library was left to Magdalene College. However,
Trinity was to serve as a check to see that I.'agdalene followed
the directions of Pepys' will
And so to bed for eternal sleep,
Samuel Pepys did calmly creep,
He had lived his life and dared
Meet all that Death had prepared.
1. Drinkwater. "Pepys: His Life and Character." PP. 349, 350.
2. Lubbock. "Samuel Pepys." P. 274.
3. Lubbock. "Samuel Pepys." PP.283, 284.

Chapter Nine
In Summary
Thus we have traveled through the realm of Pepys. It was
a pleasant and rather thrilling tour. In our trip we lived and
experienced Samuel's thrills and fears with him. "'e watched his
hopes materialize. We saw some of his dreams shattered and his
unfulfilled desires slip from his grasp. 'Vith gay abandon we
raced through his escapades and many flirtations with women. '.Ve
felt the heat of the London Fire and brought our hands to our
hair to see if it, too, had been singed. '!Je braved the vicissi-
tudes of the Plague with him and perspired as he described its
ravages and its ruthless destruction of lives, ".'e saw the drama
develop, and were taken backstage to mingle with theatrical folks
and see Nell (jwyn's lips pucker. We mingled with royalty and
heard them praise Pepys for his resourcefulness in administering
the many functions of his myriad offices. Then we saw hira grieve
over the departure of his wife, with whom he led a not too placid
married life. They had their spats and misunderstandings. He
often beat her, and she once, while he reclined in bed, threat-
ened him with heated tongs. In short, Pepys' Diary reveals the
soul of Samuel Pepys whose moving finger wrote.
However, let us turn over a few more pages and seo rhat others
think of Pepys. ^Vhat is their estimation of him? ?.'r . ".7. Sichel
condenses a commendable statement when he says: "Truth and indus-
try are among his (Pepys) redeeming features."^ About San^uel's
1. Sichel, 7/. "The Library of Literary Criticism," Vol. 8, P. 516.
t
work in the Navy Office, David Humes, the famed historian, writes:
"The administration of the Admiralty under Pepys is still regarded
as a model for order and economy."'^ This certainly speaks well
for Pepys, especially when we consider the turbulent period of
backwash during which he held office. We scarcely have to be in-
formed that "Pepys has extraordinary picturesque and great capac-
ity in describing what he has seen in the best and briefest words.
Sir Walter Scott has the ensuing to say in reference to Pepys:
"If quitting the broad path of History v;e seek for minute informa-
tion concerning ancient manners and customs, the progress of arts
and sciences, and the various branches of antiquity, we have never
seen a mine so rich as the volumes before us (Pepys' Diary). The
variety of Pepys' tastes and pursuits led him into el^iost every
3department of life." Thus ends our appraisal of the man who
delved into every department of life. Pepys, whose Diary never
ages, still lives to relate, in his inimitable manner, the gossip
and happenings of a period crammed with life.
1. Humes, David. "The Library of Literary Criticism," Vol.2, P. 513.
2. Gosse, Edmund. "The Library of Literary Criticism," Vol.2, P. 515
3. Scott, Sir Walter. "The Library of Literary Criticism, Vol.2,
P. 514
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